Battery Characteristics
The following battery characteristics must be taken into consideration when selecting a battery:
1) Type
See primary and secondary batteries page.

2) Voltage
The theoretical standard cell voltage can be determined from the electrochemical series using
Eo values:
Eo (cathodic) – Eo (anodic) = Eo (cell)
This is the standard theoretical voltage. The theoretical cell voltage is modified by the Nernst
equation, which takes into account the non-standard state of the reacting component. The
Nernstian potential will change with time either because of use or self-discharge by which the
activity (or concentration) of the electro-active component in the cell is modified. Thus the
nominal voltage is determined by the cell chemistry at any given point of time.
The actual voltage produce will always be lower than the theoretical voltage due to polarisation
and the resistance losses (IR drop) of the battery and is dependent upon the load current and the
internal impedance of the cell. These factors are dependent upon electrode kinetics and thus vary
with temperature, state of charge, and with the age of the cell. The actual voltage appearing at the
terminal needs to be sufficient for the intended application.
Typical values of voltage range from 1.2 V for a Ni/Cd battery to 3.7 V for a Li/ion battery.
The following graph shows the difference between the theoretical and actual voltages for various
battery systems:

3) Discharge Curve
The discharge curve is a plot of voltage against percentage of capacity discharged. A flat
discharge curve is desirable as this means that the voltage remains constant as the battery is used
up.

4) Capacity
The theoretical capacity of a battery is the quantity of electricity involved in the electro-chemical
reaction. It is denoted Q and is given by:

where x = number of moles of reaction, n = number of electrons transferred per mole of reaction
and F = Faraday's constant

The capacity is usually given in terms of mass, not the number of moles:

where Mr = Molecular Mass. This gives the capacity in units of Ampere-hours per gram (Ah/g).

In practice, the full battery capacity could never be realised, as there is a significant weight
contribution from non-reactive components such as binders & conducting particles, separators &
electrolytes and current collectors & substrates as well as packaging. Typical values range from
0.26 Ah/g for Pb to 26.59 Ah/g for H2.

5) Energy density
The energy density is the energy that can be derived peer unit volume of the weight of the cell.

6) Specific energy density
The specific energy density is the energy that can be derived per unit weight of the cell (or
sometimes per unit weight of the active electrode material). It is the product of the specific
capacity and the operating voltage in one full discharge cycle. Both the current and the voltage
may vary within a discharge cycle and thus the specific energy derived is calculated by
integrating the product of current and voltage over time. The discharge time is related to the
maximum and minimum voltage threshold and is dependent upon the state of availability of the
active materials and/or the avoidance of an irreversible state for a rechargeable battery.

7) Power density
The power density is the power that can be derived per unit weight of the cell (W/kg).

8) Temperature dependence

The rate of the reaction in the cell will be temperature dependant according to theories of
kinetics. The internal resistance also varies with temperature; low temperatures give higher
internal resistance. At very low temperatures the electrolyte may freeze giving a lower voltage as
ion movement is impeded. At very high temperatures the chemicals may decompose, or there
may be enough energy available to activate unwanted, reversible reactions, reducing the
capacity.
The rate of decrease of voltage with increasing discharge will also be higher at lower
temperatures, as will the capacity- this is illustrated by the following graph:

9) Service life
The battery cycle life for a rechargeable battery is defined as the number of charge/recharge
cycles a secondary battery can perform before its capacity falls to 80% of what it originally was.
This is typically between 500 and 1200 cycles.
The battery shelf life is the time a battery can be stored inactive before its capacity falls to 80%.
The reduction in capacity with time is caused by the depletion of the active materials by
undesired reactions within the cell.

Batteries can also be subjected to premature death by:


Over-charging



Over-discharging



Short circuiting



Drawing more current than it was designed to produce



Subjecting to extreme temperatures



Subjecting to physical shock or vibrations

Voltage delay
In some battery systems passivation may occur. Passivation is the process by which the reduced
product that forms (often an oxide) does not dissolve into the electrolyte, or fall away from the
electrode, but forms a film on the surface of the electrode instead. This can significantly impede
the reaction as there is reduced electrical contact within the cell. This can substantially prolong
the shelf life of the battery, however when the battery discharges the initial voltage may be lower
than expected until the coating is broken. This is known as voltage delay.

Battery death due to aging

Over the life time of the cell the morphology of the components will change, with effects that are
detrimental to the functioning of the cell.


The crystals in the cell grow larger, increasing the impedance,



Metallic dendrites grow on the cells causing the electrodes to swell, forcing them closer
together and increasing the self-discharge,



The dendrites may penetrate the separator giving very high self discharge, or even a short
circuit.

Eventually, the internal impedance and the self discharge will be so high that the battery is no
longer usable.

10) Physical requirements
This includes the geometry of the cell, its size, weight and shape and the location of the
terminals.

11) Charge/Discharge cycle
There are many aspects of the cycle that need consideration, such as:


Voltage necessary to charge



Time necessary to charge



Availability of charging source



Potential safety hazards during charge/discharge

12) Cycle life
The cycle life of a rechargeable battery is the number of discharge/charge cycles it can undergo
before its capacity falls to 80%.

13) Cost
This includes the initial cost of the battery itself as well as the cost of charging and maintaining
the battery.

14) Ability to deep discharge
There is a logarithmic relationship between the depth of discharge and the life of a battery, thus
the life of a battery can be significantly increased if it is not fully discharged; for example, a
mobile phone battery will last 5-6 times longer if it is only discharged 80% before recharging.
Special deep discharge batteries are available for applications where this might be necessary.
Nickel-cadmium batteries
The exception to this is the nickel-cadmium battery, as subjecting them to partial discharge
introduces “memory effects;” the battery appears to “remember” how much charge is being used,
and will only recharge that amount rather than the full amount of charge.
In fact the repeated shallow charging causes the crystalline structure in the battery to change: the
crystals in the cell grow larger, increasing the impedance and thus reducing its capacity.
15) Application requirements
The battery must be sufficient for the intended application. This means that it must be able to
produce the right current with the right voltage. It must have sufficient capacity, energy and
power. It should also not exceed the requirements of the application by too much, since this is
likely to result in unnecessary cost; it must give sufficient performance for the lowest possible
price.

Source: http://www.doitpoms.ac.uk/tlplib/batteries/
battery_characteristics.php

